
The Nursing/Rest Home we are going to describe with regard to its linen processing cycle 
has the following characteristics:
1) Its inmates can be divided into three major groups:

 IN-PATIENTS who CAN’T take care of themselves (3 wards) 

 IN-PATIENTS who can partially take care of themselves (1 ward)  

 OTHER INMATES (elderly people who don’t need any help) (3 wards)

2) OTHER INMATES’ linen is ENTIRELY IDENTIFIED
 –personal linen, bathroom linen, table line and 
 bed linen) by means of heat-sealed labels carrying 
 their IN-PATIENT CODE. Contrariwise, in the case of 
 all other inmates (so-called “non-self-sufficient” 
 ones), only personal linen is identified.

3) Inpatients’ soiled linen is picked up on a daily basis; 
 other inmates’ linen is set aside and sorted out only 
 on Monday morning. For everybody else, washed 
 linen is returned on a daily basis.

4) Soiled linen is collected and placed into bags of the following colors:
 BROWN (non-ID’d drip-dry linen from “DN” and “DP” inpatients)
 YELLOW (non-ID’d sponges from “DN” and “DP” inpatients)
 RED (non-ID’d table linen from “DN” and “DP” inpatients)

Linen is then weighed and 50-kg piles created; washing machines are usually loaded with 
150 kg of linen at a time, so every three such piles a washing cycle can be started.
 WHITE / BROWN (non-ID’d, non-personal linen from DN” and “DP” inpatients; 
 such bags MUST NOT BE OPENED due to the presence of feces etc.) 
 BLUE (ID’d personal linen – all inmates)
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(Nursing / Rest Homes)  Case Study

We deemed it opportune to break down the daily routine of a typical 
nursing/rest home with some 350 inmates and an IN-HOUSE LAUNDRY 
department in a number of stages, so as to highlight which procedures 
may be optimized using HF RFID identification. 

IN-PATIENT LINEN management 
Identified by means of barcoded labels and/or 
high-frequency multi-read RFID tags

DN

PE

DP



Soiled linen is gathered in a special room. Then it is weighed and groups of three      
50-kg piles are created, since washing machines are usually loaded with 150 kg of 
linen at a time.   
           
The handling of BROW, YELLOW and RED bags is trouble-free, as they do NOT 
contain contaminated linen (feces, etc.) and so they can be opened and their content 
divided by washing requirements. Every three 50-kg piles a 150-kg washing cycle is 
then started.  

Some bags MUST NOT BE OPENED (because they are supposed to contain feces, 
etc.); these will be weighed and fed directly into the washing machine.
           
BLUE BAGS contain personal articles of clothing (each carrying a heat-sealed label 
marked with the INPATIENT’S CODE); they are opened and their content divided     
according to color and washing requirements.

Some articles of clothing such as socks are inserted into mesh bags BEFORE being 
introduced into the washing machine.
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Once washed and dried, linen is set aside for subsequent ironing. Here the procedure will 
depend on the type of linen (personal articles of clothing or flatwork such as table, 
bathroom and bed linen); a further distinction must be made between items that can be 
pressed in a MANGLE and those that cannot.

Items that cannot be MANGLED are separated and placed in a different room.
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Items are currently identified using heat-sealed labels, carrying an ID number   
(such as ‘P36’) which matches the nursing home’s IN-PATIENT CODE

However, these labels are prone to peel off.  When this happens, tracing the owner 
of the unidentified item–be it personal, bathroom, table or bed linen–becomes 
very hard, maybe even impossible.
Sometimes in-patients will use a felt-tip pen to mark a given article of clothing as 
their own.

Of course, this is far from satisfactory: to begin with, sooner or later the ink will 
fade, and besides, it may stain otherpeople’s linen.

Socks, too, are identified by means of heat-sealed labels; they are kept in special 
mesh bags during washing. 
The same procedure is followed for panties and handkerchiefs.         
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INMATES’ linen is identified either as a NEW inmate is accepted or as new items  
belonging to an existing inmate are added or replaced.

Each inmate is associated with a CODE which is then printed on a large number      

of labels, supposedly large enough to ID all his/her linen. In the case of                

and                 in-patients, i.e. those partially or totally UNABLE to take care of 

themselves, this affects personal linen only, whereas for OTHER INMATES 

                 everything is labeled, including BATHROOM, TABLE and BED linen. 

This kind of IDENTIFICATION is regarded as unsatisfactory:
-  No automation is possible
-  Labels are prone to peel off
-  There is NO WAY to exploit some sort of I.T. to speed up the SORTING stage 
    and provide item TRACKING AND TRACING capabilities
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DN

PE

DP

Ward operators then hand over all the 
inmates’ linen to the DARNING SERVICE  for 
labeling.

Linen is later ID’d by means of a HEAT 
SEALER
 



Washed and dried linen is then handed over to operators in charge of 
IRONING and FOLDING. 

In this stage, linen is also examined to decide whether any darning is required.

The next stage is the one which takes the longest, namely, OUTPUT SORTING: 
laundered linen must be sorted out so that each inmate gets back his or her own.

The nursing home we are considering is divided into 7 wards or departments.
Initially, linen is NOT grouped by INPATIENT but only by WARD. 
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So linen is actually piled up on 7 CARTS; item of a kind are kept together.        

Linen belonging to so-called “entirely self-sufficient” inmates (3 wards) is processed 
according to a different schedule. During the week, laundered items are stored in 
special closets, and they dare all delivered to inmates on Mondays (in the morning). 
ALL the linen they use–PERSONAL linen as well as BATHROOM, TABLE and  
BEDROOM linen–is their own property and is always ID’d by means of heat-seal 
labels.
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Then about noon the 7 CARTS carrying linen divided by WARD are wheeled to the 
proper FLOOR.
During their NIGHT SHIFT, WARD operators further divide linen by INPATIENT.

Basically, they create as many linen piles as necessary–one for each inpatient 
and place a label on each pile. This label shows:

 NAME AND SURNAME

 IN-PATIENT CODE

 ROOM NUMBER

 ZONE (SECTOR)
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Let us now examine why the current situation is definitely UNSATISFACTORY:

 Concerning the method used to identify the linen:
 -  Resorting to heat-seal labels means that only ENTIRELY MANUAL 
     procedures can be adopted
 -  Labels can, and will, peel off (particularly during the washing process)
 -  There is NO WAY to implement any kind of I.T.-based solution 

 Tracing and tracking INMATES’ linen is IMPOSSIBLE.
 Whenever their relatives ask you where a certain missing article may be,
  you will often find that you CAN’T know. And at any rate, searching for 
 the missing item will take a lot of time, and there is no guarantee  
 that it will be found.

 Besides, let us not forget that labels may well peel off (especially during the 
 washing stage) and when this happens, who can tell whose item it was?

 There is NO WAY to know which soiled items have been picked up 
 in WARDS and which actually reached the LAUNDRY

 Sorting out items BY WARD is difficult and requires a huge number 
 of man-hours. Despite this, it is always prone to errors, just because 
 it is an entirely MANUAL procedure.

 You CAN’T know HOW MANY TIMES a garment has been washed. 
 Especially in the case of wool, excessive washing may lead to 
 matting; inmates will then complain (and if they can’t, their relatives will.

 Whenever an INMATE is moved to a different WARD–for example, 
 someone who used to be able to take care of himself, but 
 now isn’t anymore–a number of problems will arise, given that 
 linen identification relies on manual procedures. 
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Why the current 
solution cannot be 
regarded as satisfactory



LINEN  IDENTIFICATION 

The first step in implementing high-frequency RFID technology in your business 
will obviously be identifying the item to be washed. 

Currently used labels sate
will be replaced with
RFID tags (transponders).

As far as the tags are concerned, we believe the best choice would be to adopt 
either of two different models. Both are expressly designed to be used in 
nursing/rest homes and for various kinds of linen; the difference lies in their size.

One (T-BT1315) works perfectly well with linen in general. However, it is too 
large to be used on underwear, socks, pants, handkerchief and the like. 
This tag can be sewn in the hem; alternatively, it can be placed in specially           
designed envelopes, and these 
are in their turn sewn in the 
garment.
In the case of in-patient linen 
we do NOT recommend 
embedding RFID tags in 
heat-seal labels. 
This tag is also a good choice to 
ID bed, table and bathroom 
linen, because items carrying 
the tag inside the envelope can 
still be MANGLED, if necessary. 

The other, smaller model (Personal Chip - T-BT1311) is a perfect solution for 
underwear, socks, panties, handkerchiefs, etc.
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T-BT1315

T- BT1311(Personal chip) 

HOW WHERE 
and in which stage you should 
exploit HF RFID technology   



INBOUND, SOILED LINEN 

Inbound (soiled) linen. 

Implementing high-frequency RFID technology HF to this stage of the laundry cycle 
enables you to track and trace linen as it LEAVES WARDS and  ENTERS your 
LAUNDRY.       

A TTL (large size) DESKTOP ANTENNA would be exactly what you need to ‘read’ 
inbound soiled linen. One might subsequently consider whether a TUNNEL 
ANTENNA is also necessary.
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OPTION  1

HF multi-read 
DESKTOP 
ANTENNA 

OPTION  2

HF multi-read
TUNNEL 
ANTENNA 



SORTING ALREADY FOLDED AND PRESSED LINEN 

Sorting out washed, dried and pressed linen. 
Implementing high-frequency RFID technology to this stage of the laundry cycle enables 
you to track and trace the END of the washing/drying/ironing sequence and to 
SORT OUT the articles in question, either MANUALLY or AUTOMATICALLY.      

Moreover, it may also be used to divert linen to the DARNING service            
whenever necessary.

Basically, using high-frequency RFID technology means that each items will be 
‘recognized’ as you swipe it along a desktop antenna. 

Information as to INMATE, item type (trousers, shirt, etc.), WARD and anything 
properly defined when the transponder was associated will thus be available both to 
SORTING operators (visually, that is) and to AUTOMATED sorting machines       
for sorting by WARD as well as by INMATE.   
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HF multi-read 
DESKTOP ANTENNA



AUTOMATED OUTPUT SORTING

A possible solution to the complex issues connected with need to SORT OUT linen by 
WARD or by INMATE may involve a system built around a belt conveyor having             
as many “OUTLETS” as there are wards, thus seven, and equipped with high-frequency 
RFID antennae. These would read the tagged linen, identify the owner and send it to         
the appropriate OUTBOUND belt and hence to a STACKER where ward-specific               
linen would pile up.

Once AUTOMATED SORTING is over, the seven STACKERS will contain the linen of the 
corresponding seven WARDS, which may be subsequently grouped by INMATE, either 
AUTOMATICALLY or MANUALLY at the relevant floor. 
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A HF RFID antenna located 
under the belt reads the tag 

placed in the linen and 
diverts the article toward 
the stacker that matches 
the linen owner’s WARD

Pressed linen being grouped 
by WARD (SORTING)

    WARD A

    WARD B
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MANUAL OUTPUT SORTING
 
Whenever an AUTOMATED OUTPUT SORTING MACHINE appears to be either too large or 
too expensive, a valid alternative can be found in an extremely useful software:
the ‘RM’ module, part of the LAUNDRY RF-ID SYSTEM suite, specifically designed for 
Nursing/Rest Homes by Software and technology for laundries.    

Once carts and/or loading platforms have been configured and associated to an INMATE 
through the link between room and ward, the software will read the tag and decide onto 
which CART to download the linen. Should you opt for an immediate SORTING BY 
INMATE as well as by WARD, you can define the number of cells (rows/columns) of that 
shelf, thereby obtaining the reference of the heap the system will assign as the first item is 
read. Afterwards, the system will always show the same cell, making your task much 
easier and quicker.
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TASKS PERFORMED INDEPENDENTLY ON EACH FLOOR

Issuing a confirmation slip on the spot as soiled linen is collected
There are many other opportunities to exploit this technology even with the WARDS; for 
instance, soiled linen may be collected using special bags that can be ‘read’ directly on a 
cart equipped with a HF RFID antenna. In this way, a slip describing the items could be 
issued on the spot and handed over to the administration or to the inmate himself (or to 
his relatives in he/she cannot take care of such matters). 

OUTPUT SORTING by in-patient might also be carried out with the help of a desktop 
antenna –and so forth.

SW specially developed for Nursing /Rest homes 
with IN-HOUSE or OUTLYING LAUNDRY

Our Laundry RF-ID System suite consists of the following modules:

 Laundry RF-ID HO RA (Advanced RFID functions)
 Laundry RF-ID HO BP (for ID’d flatwork)
 Laundry RF-ID HO SC (Linen bag identification and management)
 Laundry RF-ID HO CP (Production cycle monitoring)
 Laundry RF-ID HO MP (Non-ID’d linen handling)  
 Laundry RF-ID HO CR (Remote communication w/outlying wardrobes)
 Laundry RF-ID HO DA (Dispensers)
 Laundry RF-ID HO RC (Automated output sorting)
 Laundry RF-ID HO SA (Connection to an automated sorting system)
 Laundry RF-ID HO RM (ASSISTED MANUAL output sorting)
 Laundry RF-ID HO CE (ASSISTED MANUAL selection)
 Laundry RF-ID HO DM (ID’ing machinery data exchange)
 Laundry RF-ID HO WE (Web-related features)
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Software requirements 
(we shall go into the relevant details when installing)

 SERVER CLIENT

 - Mistral Laundry - SQL SERVER 2000   or
 - “Gestione Lavanderie” - SQL SERVER 2003   or
   (“Laundry management” - recommended) - SQL SERVER 2005  

 Operating System  CLIENT

 - WINDOWS 2003 Server - No special requirements, we
    recommend Windows 2000 or XP

Hardware requirements 
(we shall go into the relevant details when installing)

 SERVER CLIENT

 - To be defined on the basis   - To be defined on the basis 
   of your needs   of local needs

To request a demo showing what Laundry RF-ID HO System and/or Mistral             
Laundry can do for you, or to ask for more information, just e-mail us or write to:


